
male human Rog5/Wiz2                CR 7

Size M (5 ft., 6 in. tall);              HD 5d6+5 + 2d4+2;

HP 29                                      Init +8 

Spd 30 ft.                                AC 19 

Attack +6 melee, or +8 ranged

SV Fort +2, Ref +8, Will +5         AL CN

Str 14, Dex 18, Con 13, Int 19, Wis 13, Cha 12.

Languages Spoken: Common, Elven, Giant, Halfl ing, Terran, 
Undercommon, Ignan,

Skills and feats: Climb +10, Concentration +2, Decipher Script 
+11, Disable Device +10, Disguise +8, Escape Artist +10, Forgery 
+12, Gather Information +7, Hide +12.5, Jump +8, Knowledge 
(Arcana) +6, Knowledge (Dungeoneering) +8, Knowledge (Ge-
ography) +5, Knowledge (Local) +12, Knowledge (Th e Planes) +7, 
Listen +9, Move Silently +10, Open Lock +10, Spot +7.5, Tumble 
+13  (Skill points: Rog 104, Wiz 14)

FEATS: Empower Spell, [Evasion], Improved Initiative, Persua-
sive, Run, [Scribe Scroll].

Possessions: +1 Dagger of throwing, MW punching dagger, 13 dart(s), MW morningstar, `Amulet of Natural Armor (+1), `Ring - Pro-
tection +1, Potion of Sneaking, Vest of Escape, Potion of Enlarge (at 5th level), Scroll of Nondetection (CL5), Scroll of Shadow Conjuration 
(CL7), Scroll of Shield (CL1), Th understone, 74 gp., MW Leather Armor, Cloak of the Spider 
(DM note: As a purveyor of all things Magical, feel free to change and modify Davo’s equipment list as appropiate, sinc ehe could get his hands on almost anything!)

Wizard Spells Known (4/3): 
0th -- Acid Splash, Arcane Mark, Dancing Lights, Daze, Detect Magic, Detect Poison, Disrupt Undead, Flare, Ghost Sound, Light, Mage 
Hand, Mending, Message, Open/Close, Prestidigitation, Ray of Frost, Read Magic, Resistance, Touch of Fatigue.

1st -- Erase, Grease, Mage Armor, Magic Missile, Protection from Evil, Protection from Law, Ventriloquism.

TACTICS
Before Combat: Davo will almost never enter combat is he can get out of it. he will wheel and deal his way out, but then exact his revenge 
one way or another,  through on of his many contacts. Most people will says it’s a bad idea to threaten his life, because once he gets the 
word out all, many a shopkeeper will not sell the PCs a even a tindertwig to them!

During Combat: If Davo knows he’s going into a dangerous situation, he’ll cast Mage Armor, and an appropriate Protection spell. he will 
also bring some type of back up, which can range anywhere from a couple of hoods form the Neighborhood (3rd level Rogue/Fighters) to 
an Ogre Bodyguard. If caught off  guard, Davo will go to his magical arsenal to get away, then relying on his Rogue skills to get away. Davo 
has various hidden passages and knows all the short cuts in Borel, not to mention having contacts that would hide him at a whim. If cor-
nered he will aim to take out one of the characters before going, only for the sake of taking someone with him.

Morale: It taken down to 1/3 of his Hit points, Davo will cast Grease and use his Tumbling to get out of the way of the PCs, and then use 
his Ring of Jumping to make his way through the back streets of Borel.
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